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Shamed investigative journalist turned tabloid scribe Maggie O’Connell convinces her editor to let her go to
Minnesota to research alleged werewolf sightings. Her first night in the woods, she gets trapped in an ancient
sleeping bag, unintentionally attracts the attention of a bear, and is saved by the most unlikely of heroes: the
very wolf she had come to investigate!

When she meets horse rancher Aidan Gael in the town market days later, she recognizes his eyes as those
belonging to her champion. He dodges her every attempt to get to know him but undaunted Maggie launches
a campaign to win over the recalcitrant Aidan.

Aidan tries desperately to avoid her; he both fears Maggie and fears for her. Neither man nor beast can resist
her curious mind and courageous heart. One kiss threatens to break Aidan’s tenuous self-control but furthers
Maggie’s resolve. But danger lurks at every turn. The curse Aidan fights to keep secret is only one of the
obstacles that will test the strength of their bond. Together they will navigate the violence of both nature and
of man in pursuit of their destiny.

This is a new release of a previously published edition.
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From reader reviews:

Cassandra Martin:

Within other case, little individuals like to read book Fated Souls. You can choose the best book if you like
reading a book. Provided that we know about how is important the book Fated Souls. You can add expertise
and of course you can around the world by way of a book. Absolutely right, because from book you can
know everything! From your country till foreign or abroad you will find yourself known. About simple point
until wonderful thing you could know that. In this era, we can easily open a book or searching by internet
product. It is called e-book. You can use it when you feel uninterested to go to the library. Let's learn.

Miguel Philip:

Spent a free time to be fun activity to perform! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their family, or
their friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, gonna beach, or picnic inside the
park. They actually doing same every week. Do you feel it? Would you like to something different to fill
your current free time/ holiday? Could be reading a book can be option to fill your cost-free time/ holiday.
The first thing you ask may be what kinds of publication that you should read. If you want to attempt look
for book, may be the guide untitled Fated Souls can be very good book to read. May be it may be best
activity to you.

Kevin Kennard:

In this era globalization it is important to someone to obtain information. The information will make
professionals understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information much
easier to share. You can find a lot of recommendations to get information example: internet, paper, book, and
soon. You can view that now, a lot of publisher this print many kinds of book. The particular book that
recommended for you is Fated Souls this book consist a lot of the information from the condition of this
world now. This particular book was represented how do the world has grown up. The words styles that
writer use for explain it is easy to understand. The particular writer made some research when he makes this
book. Honestly, that is why this book appropriate all of you.

William Brown:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got students? We believe that that query was
given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, All people has different hobby. So you know that
little person such as reading or as looking at become their hobby. You should know that reading is very
important and book as to be the factor. Book is important thing to add you knowledge, except your own
teacher or lecturer. You will find good news or update with regards to something by book. Numerous books
that can you go onto be your object. One of them is Fated Souls.
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